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Pro Helvetia New Delhi has worked together with partners to achieve a common purpose:
to support Swiss and Indian artists to seek dialogue with each others' cultures in an effort
to forge closer ties.
Working with partners has been a conscious decision. Whether European partners or
other local ones, the opportunity to pursue common goals, in our individual capacities, has
added value to the work that Pro Helvetia does. Meaningful partnerships, on which our
projects are established, are the foundation of the success of our projects.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi

Dance Platform 2010
Dance Platform 2010, comprising of seminars, workshops and workin
progress performances, seeks to provide, to those engaged with
contemporary dance in India, an opportunity to exchange views on its
current practice with specialists from Switzerland and Germany. The
objective of the platform is to facilitate a discourse on the field of
contemporary choreography, thus enabling an exchange of ideas, views
and techniques. More

Classical Music Reimagined
Claudia Rüegg, a soloist and chamber musician from Switzerland, who is
currently on a residency in India will perform at Olive, New Delhi on Sunday
21 February. Her broad repertoire includes en emphasis on 20th century
music. The evening will also include a solo guitar performance by Shyamant
Behal. More

Blue Remix  a journey through the skin
Blue Remix  a journey through the skin by Yann Marussich, a
contemporary artist and choreographer from Switzerland is an hourlong
performative installation of thermal regulation and precisely calculated
timing. Yann creates a controlled biochemical choreography of methylene
blue, which progressively seeps out of all the orifices in his body. More

Carnatic Vibes Zoom
When Karthik S, a percussionist from Bangalore, India met the Swiss
percussionist Lucas Niggli during his Residency in Zurich in 2007, the
atmosphere reverberated with the sounds of percussion instruments that
hailed from across continents. Keen to take their music to new and
unexplored spaces after a very fruitful and productive tour in India, Lucas
and Karthik will now play with other members of the ZOOM trio and Sarah
Büchi (vocals) in Switzerland. More

IndianSwiss dialogue
What influence does new media have on art? Media experts and arts
practitioners from India and Switzerland pursue this question in the latest
edition of «Visual Arts», the annual journal of the India Habitat Centre in New
Delhi. More
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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